Let V be a real vector space. An arrangement of hyperplanes in F is a finite set si of hyperplanes through the origin. A chamber of si is a connected component of V -(\Jh£& ") ■ The arrangement si is called simplicial if C\HeJf H = {0} and every chamber of si is a simplicial cone. For an arrangement si of hyperplanes in V , we set
Introduction
Let V be a real vector space. An arrangement of hyperplanes in F is a finite set sé of hyperplanes through the origin. We say that sé is essential if Í~Wj/ 77 = {0}. A chamber of sé is a connected component of K-(Jh€jí H ■ The arrangement sé is called simplicial if sé is essential and every chamber of sé is an open simplicial cone.
Let Vc = C <g> V be the complexification of V . Every element z of Vc can be written in a unique way z = x + iy, where x, y £ 1 ® V = V . We say that x is the real part of z and that y is its imaginary part. For two subsets IjCF.we write X + iY = {(x + iy) £ Vc\x £ X and y £ Y}.
Let 7f be a hyperplane of V. The complexification Hc of 77 is the hyperplane of Vc spanned by H ; Hc = H + iH.
Let sé be an arrangement of hyperplanes in a real vector space V. We set M(sé) = Vc-( IJ 77c).
\Hesi I
This space is an open connected submanifold of Vc . The study of the topology of M (sé) can be easily reduced to the case of an essential arrangement of hyperplanes. Thus we assume throughout all the arrangements to be essential.
In [Sal] , Salvetti associates with a real arrangement sé of hyperplanes a simplicial complex Sal(j/), and proves that Salisé) has the same homotopy type as Misé).
An oriented system is a pair (T, ~) where T is an oriented graph and ~ is an equivalence relation on the set of paths of T with some properties described in §2. In [Pal] , the author shows that there is a natural notion of universal cover p: (È, ~) -♦ (r, ~) of an oriented system (r, ~), associates an oriented system (T(j/ ), ~) with a real arrangement sé of hyperplanes, and constructs, from the universal cover of ifisé), ~), the universal cover of Misé).
Note that, in [Sal] , Salvetti uses this same oriented system (JZisé), ~) to compute the fundamental group of Misé). He also proves that Vise) is the 1-skeleton of Sal(j/) provided with an orientation, and that ~ is the homotopy relation on the paths of Vise). Nevertheless, both works, [Sal] and [Pal] , are completely independent.
In this paper we give a new short proof of Salvetti's result: Sal(^/ ) has the same homotopy type as Misé) (Theorem 3.3). Afterwards, using techniques introduced in [Pal] , we define another simplicial complex Sal(j/), and prove that there is a natural map p: Sal(j/) -► Sal(j/) which is the universal cover of Sal(j^) (Theorem 3.7). In particular, Sal(jaf) has the same homotopy type as the universal cover of Misé).
At the end, we use Salisé) to give a new proof of the following result of Deligne. Theorem 1.1 (Deligne [De] ). If sé is a simplicial arrangement of hyperplanes, then Misé) is a Kin, 1) space (i.e., the universal cover of M(sé) is contractible).
Namely, we prove that Sal(sé) is contractible if sé is a simplicial arrangement.
We say that a real arrangement sé of hyperplanes is a K(n, 1) arrangement if M(sé) is a K(n, 1) space. Most of the already known K(n, 1) arrangements are supersolvable (see [Te2] ) or simplicial. To find a general criterion for an arrangement to be K(n, 1) remains an open problem. In particular, Saito's conjecture that free arrangements are Kin, 1) is unsolved (see [Tel] ). Supersolvable arrangements are free (see [JT] ) but simplicial arrangements are not always free (see [Tel] ). We refer to [FR] for a good exposition on Kin, 1) arrangements.
The interest of our simplicial complex Sal(j/ ) is, in order to prove that a real arrangement sé is Kin, 1), it suffices to prove that Sal(j/) is contractible.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is more simple than Deligne's one and, more-over, we isolate the part of the proof where the hypothesis "sé is a simplicial arrangement of hyperplanes" is essential. For a simplicial arrangement sé of hyperplanes, Deligne constructs in [De] a cover q : M -> Misé), defines a simplicial complex Delisé), and proves that Delisé) is contractible and has the same homotopy type as M. In particular, M is the universal cover of Misé).
Our first innovation was in [Pa 1 ] to introduce a new combinatorial tool: the oriented system. Deligne's combinatorial tool, the groupoid Gal, is, in some sense, equivalent to our oriented system, but it cannot be defined for any real arrangement of hyperplanes ((i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.19 of [De] are needed to define Gal and their proof strongly uses the fact that sé is simplicial), and, moreover, unlike in oriented systems, several preliminary results are needed to define it (in particular, Ore's criterion for a semigroup to be embedded in a group (see [Lj, p. 400] ) must be generalized to "semigroupoids" and groupoids).
Another important innovation is to substitute the simplicial complex Delisé ) for Salisé). Using oriented systems, the complex Delisé) can be generalized to any real arrangement of hyperplanes (in the general case, Delisé) is a CW complex), but it does not always have the same homotopy type as the universal cover M of Misé) (see [Pa2] ). An advantage of our complex Sal(j/) over Delisé) is, in order to prove that Delisé) has the same homotopy type as M, several considerations on some kind of "subgroupoids" of Gal axe needed (see (1.5), (1.6), (1.9), (1.24), (1.28), (1.29), (1.30), (1.31), (1.32) of [De] ) which are not necessary in our case.
To prove that either Sal(sé) or Delisé) axe contractible, a strong property of simplicial arrangements is needed: the property D (see Theorem 4.1). In our proof of Theorem 1.1 the hypothesis " sé is a simplicial arrangement of hyperplanes" is only used to show that sé has the property D. In fact, for an essential arrangement sé of hyperplanes, having the property D is equivalent to being simplicial. I actually proved it some time after the first version of this paper (see [Pa3] ).
The only place where our proof of Theorem 1.1 coincides with Deligne's one is in our Lemma 4.4. It is a preliminary result to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Since I submitted for publication the first version of my paper, Raul Cordovil has informed me he has independently of my paper generalized Deligne's theorem for simplicial oriented matroids (see [Co] ). On the other hand, Mario Salvetti has informed me he has also proved independently Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.6 (see [Sa2] ).
Our work is organized as follows. Section 2 is a summary of [Pall. Its aim is to introduce our main combinatorial tool, the oriented systems, and to give the construction of the universal cover M -♦ Misé) of M (sé).
In §3 we define the simplicial complexes Sal(sé) and Sal(^f), and prove that Sal(j/) has the same homotopy type as Misé), and that there is a natural map p: Sal(j/) -* Sal(«af) which is the universal cover of Sal(¿/).
The goal of §4 is to prove Theorem 1.1. I am grateful to Peter Orlik and Hiroaki Terao who have helped me with discussions, suggestions, and encouragement during my work.
The universal cover of Misé)
This section is divided into three subsections. In the first one we introduce our main combinatorial tool: the oriented system. In the second subsection we define the oriented system (T(sé), ~) associated with a real arrangement sé of hyperplanes. In the third subsection, from the universal cover p: (f, ~) -> (T(sé), ~) of the oriented system (Y(sé), ~), we give the construction of the universal cover M -> M (sé ) of M (sé ).
All the results stated in this section are derived from [Pal] , so we will not give any proofs.
2A. Oriented systems. An oriented graph Y is the following data:
The begin of an arrow a = (v , w) is v and its end is w . An oriented graph T is locally finite if every vertex v £ V(T) is the begin or the end of only a finite number of arrows.
A path of an oriented graph Y is an expression
where a¡ £ A(T) and e, £ {±1} (for i = 1, ... , n), such that there exists a sequence v0,vx,...,v" of vertices of T with a¡ = (Vi-x, Vi) if e, = 1, ai = (Vj,Vi-x) ife, = -l.
We say that vq is the begin of / and that vn is its end. The integer n is its length and Y%=x ei is its weight. Every vertex of T is assumed to be a path of length 0 and of weight 0. For a path / = aex ■ ■• af,", we write /" ' = añe" ■ ■ ■ axEl . For two paths / = a\x ■■■ af," and g = ô{" • • • b%" with end(fi) = begin(g), we write fg = a\x--a^jbf ■ ■ ■ b%".
An oriented graph Y is connected if, for every pair (v , w) of vertices of T, there exists a path of Y which begins at v and ends in w .
We assume throughout all the oriented graphs to be locally finite and connected.
Let r be an oriented graph. An identification of Y is an equivalence relatioñ in the set of paths of Y with the following properties:
(1) / ~ g => begin(/) = begin(s-), end(/) = end(g), and weight(/) = weight(g), (2) ff~x ~ begin(/), for every path /, (3) f~g*f-l~g-1, (4) f ~ g => hxfih2 ~ h\gh2 for any two paths h\ and h2 such that end(Äi) = begin(/) = begin(^) and begm(h2) = end(/) = end(g).
An oriented system is a pair (Y, ~), where Y is an oriented graph and ~ is an identification of Y.
Let p : 8 -» Y be a morphism of oriented graphs. We say that p is a cover of r if, for every vertex v of 0 and every path f of Y beginning at p(v), there exists a unique path / of O such that begin(/) = v and p(f) = f.
Let p: (6, ~) -> (Y, ~) be a morphism of oriented systems (i.e., / ~ g => pif) ~ pig)). We say that p is a cover of (r, ~) if it has the following two properties:
( 1 ) p : 6 -> T is a cover of Y.
(2) Let v £ F(8), let / and g be two paths of Y which both begin at piv), and let / and g be the lifts of / and g respectively into 8 beginning at v . If / ~ g (=> end(/) = end(g)), then / ~ g (=> end(/) = end(£)).
Example. Let Y be the oriented graph shown in Figure la . Let ~ be the smallest identification of Y such that ab ~ dc. The identification ~ can be viewed as a "homotopy relation", namely, to identify ab with dc is like to "add" a 2-cell to Y having abc~xd~x as border. Let f be the oriented graph shown in Figure lb . The morphism n:Y->Y which sends a¡ onto a, b¡ onto b, c, onto c, d¡ onto d, and e¡ onto e (where i £ Z) is obviously a cover of T. Let ~ be the smallest identification of Y such that a¡bj ~ d¡c¡ for every / £ Z. The map n: (f, ~) -► (r, ~) is a cover of (r, ~) ; in fact, it is the universal cover of (r, ~) (see Proposition 2.1).
Proposition 2.1. Let (r, ~) be an oriented system. There exists a unique cover n: (T, ~) -> (r, ~) ofi {Y, ~) iup to isomorphism) which has the following universal property. If p: (8, ~) -> (r, ~) is a cover of (r, ~), then there exists a unique cover n': (f, ~) -♦ (8, ~) of (8, ~) iup to isomorphism) such that n = p o n'. We call n: (f, ~) -> (r, ~) the universal cover of (T, ~). We refer to [Or] for a good exposition on 2f(sé) and its properties. The hyperplanes of sé subdivide V into facets. We denote by ZF(sé) the set of all the facets. The support \F\ of a facet F is the vector space \F\ £ 2fisé) spanned by F . Every facet is open in its support. We denote by F the closure of F in V . There is a partial order in ZFisé) defined by F <G if F Ç G. A positive path of an oriented graph A is a path / = a\x ■ ■ -af," with ex = ■■• = £" = 1. This positive path is minimal if there is no positive path in A having the same begin, the same end and a smaller length than /.
The relation ~ is the smallest identification of Y such that if / and g axe both positive minimal paths with the same begin and the same end, then f~g.
Remark. A gallery of sé is a sequence (Co, C\, . .. , C") of chambers of sé such that C,_i and C, are adjacent for i = 1, ... , n (here we assume C,_i ^ C, for i = 1, ... , n). Any positive path f = ax ■ ■ ■ a" of Yisé) can be viewed as the gallery G = (Co,C\, ... ,CH), where C, = end(öi • • • a¡) for i = 0, I, ... , n. In particular, if f = ax ■■ ■ an is a positive minimal path of Y (sé), then G = (Co, C\, ... , C") is a minimal gallery (i.e., a gallery of minimal length among the galleries of sé connecting Co with Cn ). Thus we "identify" two minimal galleries which join the same chambers. = (C -{iy\y < 0}) n (C -{iy\y > 0}) n {(x + iy) £ C\x < 0} = {(x + iy) £ C\x < 0}.
The space shown in Figure 3d is (M(v)IIM(w))/Z% . If we extend this construction to all Ê, then we clearly obtain the universal cover of M (sé) = C -{0} .
Lemmas 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 are in [Pal] preliminary results to the proof of Theorem 2.4; nevertheless, we state them since they will be used later in the paper. Figure 3c License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Figure 3d
The 
Lemma 2.7. For every chamber C of sé , we have
and this union is disjoint.
Universal cover of Salvetti's complex
We assume throughout this section sé to be an (essential) arrangement of hyperplanes in a real vector space V of dimension /.
This section is divided in two subsections. In the first one we define an (abstract) simplicial complex %al(sé) (Salvetti's complex) and prove that Sal(j/) has the same homotopy type as M (sé). Our complex Sal(j/) is essentially the same complex as this defined in [Sal] but our proof that Sal(j/) has the same homotopy type as M (sé) is completely new. In the second subsection we define another simplicial complex Sal and prove that there is a natural map p: Sal -> %al(sé) which is the universal cover of Sal(j/) (Theorem 3.7). In particular, Sal has the same homotopy type as M, where M is the universal cover of M (sé). 
as vertices, and every simplex of this simplicial decomposition of S/_ ' has that form. From now on, we always assume S/_1 to be provided with the simplicial decomposition described above.
Let l' = {x £ V\ \x\ < 1} be the unit disc. The simplicial decomposition of S/_1 determines a simplicial decomposition of Bl (called the cone over S/_1). We add the vertex x({0}) = 0 to the set of vertices of S/_1. A chain Fo < Fx < ■■• < Fr of facets of sé determines a simplex <f> = x(Fo) V x(F{) V • • • Vx(Fr) having x(Fq), x(Fx), ... , x(Fr) as vertices (recall that {0} is a facet of sé), and every simplex of this simplicial decomposition of B' has that form. Note that, if F0 f= {0} , then <f> = x(F0) Vx(F) V-• • Vx(Fr) ç S*-x . From now on, we always assume B' to be provided with the simplicial decomposition described above. Now we are going to define the (abstract) simplicial complex Sal(sé ). For every X £ 2f(sé) and every chamber D of séx , we fix a point y(D) £ D. For every facet F of sé and every chamber C, we set z(F, C) = x(F) + iy(CF) (recall that CF is the unique chamber of sé\p\ containing C). Note that z(F ,C)£(F + iCF) ç M(C). We have z(Fx, C\) = z(F2, C2) if and only if Fx =F2 and (Q)F, =(C2)Fl. Let F(Sal) be an abstract set in bijection with the set of points of M (sé) having the form z(F, C) with F e i9'(sé) and C a chamber of sé . We denote by <y(F, C) the element of F(Sal) corresponding with z{F, C). We have coiFx, Cx) = (oiF2, C2) if and only if Fx = F2 and (Ci)f, = iC2)p2. The set K(Sal) will be the set of vertices of Sal(sé).
Let Fx and F2 be two facets of sé and let C be a chamber. We set to(Fx, C) < to(F2, C) if Fx < F2 .
Lemma 3.1. The relation " < " is a partial order in F(Sal).
Proof. Pick a>x, co2, co?, £ F(Sal) such that tox < co2 and to2 < to?,, and let us prove that cox < co?.
Since tûx < co2, there exist two facets Fx and F2 of sé and a chamber C such that Fx < F2, co\ = co(Fx, C), and co2 = co(F2, C). Since co2 < 0J3, there exist two facets F2 and F3 of sé and a chamber D such that F2 < Ft,, co2 = co(F2, D), and cut, = íoíFt, , D). We Assume there exists a facet F,_i of sé such that a),_i = <u(F,-_i, C). Since o),_i < a»,, there exist two facets F/_, and F, of j/ and a chamber D such that F/_, < F,, <y,_i = co(F/_x, D) and t/j, = fc>(F,, D). We have coj-x = <w(F/_i, C) = co(F¡_x, D), thus Fj_j = F/_, and CF¡_¡ = DF¡ , . The inequality F > F/_, = F,_! implies ^|fi| ç J^^,!, thus CF¡ = DF¡ (since CF¡_¡ = DF¡_t). It follows that coi = co(F¡, D) = ftj(F,, C). D Note that, if O(0i, Cx) = <J>(02. C2), then <f>x = 4>2. The map rc: Sal(sé) -+ M1 which sends O(0, C) onto </3, for every simplex <j> of B' and every chamber C of j/ , is clearly a well-defined simplicial map, and sends every simplex of Sal(j/) onto a simplex of B; having the same dimension.
For a chamber C of j/ , we denote by B'(C) the subcomplex of Sal(j/) generated by the vertices of Sal(j/) having the form a>(F, C) with F ê "(J/). We have B'(C) = |J4)(0,C), where the union is over all the simplexes <p of B'. The restriction nc '■ B'(C) -> B' of n to B'(C) is clearly an isomorphism of simplicial complexes. Moreover,
where the union is over all chambers C of sé .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.3. Sal(j/) has the same homotopy type as Misé). Proof. With every vertex co of Sal(j/ ) we will associate an open convex subset 7/(<y) of M (sé). We will prove that % = {77(w)|w e K(Sal)} is a covering of M (sé) having Sál(sé) as nerve. Since U(co) will be convex for every vertex co of Sal(sé), any nonempty intersection of elements of %Z will be convex (thus contractible). This implies, by [We] , that Sal(sé) has the same homotopy type as M (sé).
For a simplex tj> of §/_1, we write K(4>) = {Xx\x £ 4> and X > 0}.
Note that, if <j> = x(F0) V • • • V x(Fr) with {0} ¿ F0 < Fx < ■■ ■ < Fr, then K(4>) ç Fr. Furthermore, the family {K(<p)\4> a simplex of S/_1} is a partition of V -{0} .
Let F be a facet of sé and let C be a chamber. If F = {0} , then we set
where the union is over all the Simplexes tf> of S/_1 having x(F) as vertex.
We obviously have U(to(Fx, Cx)) = U(co(F2, C2)) if w(F. , C\) = to(F2, C2), thus 77(tu) is well defined for every vertex to of Sal(sé). Moreover, U((û) is clearly an open convex subset of Vc . Now, we are going to prove successively the following four assertions.
(1) 77(ta) ç M (sé) for every vertex co of Sal(sé). Assertions (l)-(4) obviously prove that %Z = {U(to)\co £ ^(Sal)} is a covering of M (sé) having Sal(sé) as nerve.
(1) Let F be a facet of sé and let C be a chamber. If F = {0}, then U(co(F, C)) = (V + iC) is obviously included in M(sé). Now, assume F { 0}. Pick z = (x + iy) £ U(co (F, C) ). There is a simplex tp of S/_l having x(F) as vertex and such that x £ Ki<p). We write 0 = x(Fo)Vx(Fi)V-■ -Vx(F-), with {0} ¿ F0 < Fx < ■■ ■ < Fr. We have . Pick x 6 K(<(>') and y £ C, and write z = x + iy . We obviously have z e (V + iC) = U(co (Fq , C) ). The simplex </>' has x(F,) as vertex, x £ K(<ft) and y £ C ç CF¡, thus z = (X+ ¿y) 6 U(m(F¡ ,C)) for i = 1, ... , r. It follows that z e H/=o 77(fo) (F,, C) ). Lemma 3.5. The relation " < " is a partial order in F(Sal).
Proof. Pick cox,co2, co-i e F(Sal) such that cox < co2 and co2 < cos, and let us prove that á>x < co?.
Since cox < co2, there exist two facets Fx and F2 of sé and a vertex v of Y such that Fx < F2, cbx = co(F\, v), and co2 = cb(F2, v). Since co2 < ct)3, there exist two facets F2 and F3 of sé and a vertex w of f such that F2 < F3, 0)2 = ô)(F2', to), and ¿03 = co(Fi, w). We have co2 = tb(F2, v) = co(F2, w), Assume there exists a facet F,_i of sé such that <»,-_) = û)(F,-_i, v). Since ¿),_i < ó),, there exist two facets F/_, and F, of sé and a vertex w of f such that F/_, < F,, ô),-i = 6>(F/_,, u>) and ó), = ft)(F,, iu). We have g),-_i = cb(Fi-x, v) = ft)(F/_,, w), thus, by Lemma 3.4, F,_i = F/_, Ç Z(v, w) and P(v) Theorem 3.7. The map p: Sal -* Sal(sé) is the universal cover of Sal(sé). In particular, Sal has the same homotopy type as M.
Remark. Using the same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, one can show directly that Sal has the same homotopy type as M. Namely, for every facet F of sé and every chamber C, we have U(to(F, C)) ç M(C). Thus, if F £ ZFisé) and v £ V(Y), then there exists a unique open "convex" set U(cb(F,v)) C M(v) such that q(UicbiF, v))) = l/(w(F, />(«))). One can show that 7/(ft)(Fi, Vx)) = C7(ft> (F2, v2) ) if cbiFx,Vx) = cbiF2,v2), the set %Z = {77(fc))|û) £ F(Sal)} is a covering of M having Sal as nerve, and every nonempty intersection of elements of % is "convex". Nevertheless, we present here a different proof which may be more complicated but which carries more information; for example, we will give explicitly a homotopy equivalence between Sal and M.
The following Lemma 3.8 is a preliminary result to the proof of Theorem 3.7. (1) fa(z) > 0 if z £ Uico) and fm(z) = 0 if z £ U(oe), for all z e Jlf(j/) and all co £ F (Sal), (2) ¿ZaxvwfM) = 1 for all z 6 M(^).
Let k: M{sé) -* Sal(j/) be the map defined by k(z) = £(üeF(Sai)7«(z)íy > for all z e M(sé). Since the covering {T7(û))|ft) e F(Sal)} has Sal(^) as nerve, k is well defined. Moreover, by [We, p. 143] , k is a homotopy equivalence.
>r-X ,1=0
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We are going to prove that idM^) and ik are homotopic. This implies that i is a homotopy inverse of k , and thus is a homotopy equivalence.
Consider Since i: Sal(j/) -> M (sé) isinjective, i(Sal(j/)) can be viewed as a geometric realisation of Sal(j/), so q~x(i(fZ>al(sé))) can also be seen as a geometric realization of a simplicial complex (since q is a cover). Let us denote by W the set of vertices of q~x(i(Sal(sé))). The application /: F(Sal) -» W which sends d)(F, u) onto e(F, v), for every F G &(sé) and every i> G K(Sal), is, by the definition of F (Sal), a bijection. It is easy to see that í can be extended to an isomorphism i: Sal -» q~x(i(f$>al(sé))) of simplicial complexes which sends <&(<f>, v) onto the lift of i(^(<¡>, C)) into M(v), where C = p(v), for all simplexes <j> of B' and all vertices « off.
The following diagram commutes:
the map q is a cover, i and f are injective, and q'x(i(Sal(sé))) = í(Sal), thus p is a cover. Furthermore, q: M -> M (sé) is the universal cover of M (sé) and i is a homotopy equivalence, thus p: Sal -► Sal(j/) is the universal cover of Sal(j/) and f is a homotopy equivalence. G
Topology of simplicial arrangements of hyperplanes
Recall that an essential arrangement sé of hyperplanes is called simplicial if every chamber of sé is an open simplicial cone. Our goal in this section is to prove that if sé is a simplicial arrangement of hyperplanes, then M (sé) is a K(n, 1) space.
This section is divided in two subsections. In the first one we define a property on real arrangements of hyperplanes: the property D, and we prove that if sé is a simplicial arrangement of hyperplanes, then sé has the property D (Theorem 4.1). We do not know if, for an essential arrangement sé of hyperplanes, to have the property D is equivalent to being simplicial. We will give a simple example of a supersolvable arrangement which does not have the property D. It is well known that, if sé is a supersolvable arrangement of hyperplanes, then M (sé) is a K(n, 1) space (see [Te2] ).
In the second subsection we prove that if sé has the property D, then Sal is contractible (Theorem 4.6). Since Sal has the same homotopy type as the universal cover M of M (sé) (Theorem 3.7), the space M is contractible if sé is simplicial; thus, in this case, M (sé) is a K(n, 1) space.
4A. Property D. Throughout this subsection, sé is an arrangement of hyperplanes in a real vector space V, and (Y(sé), ~) is the oriented system associated with sé .
Let A and B be two chambers of sé . We say that a chamber C of sé is between A and B if there exists a positive minimal path f = ax---an of Y (sé) beginning at A, ending in 77 and such that C = end(ö! • • • a,) for some i = 0,l,...,n.
In other words, C is between A and B if there exists a minimal gallery (A = Co, C. , ... , C" = B) of sé such that C = C, for some i = 0, 1, ... , n . We denote by Bet(y4, B) the set of chambers of sé between A and B. Corollary. If sé is a simplicial arrangement of hyperplanes, then M (sé ) is a K(n, I) space.
The following Lemmas 4.7-4.12 are preliminary results to the proof of Theorem 4.6. Lemma 4.7. Let X be a simplicial complex. We denote by V(X) the set of vertices of X. Let W ç V(X) be a subset. Let Y be the subcomplex of X generated by W (i.e., Y is the union of the Simplexes of X having their vertices in W), and let Z be the subcomplex of X generated by V(X) -W.
Then Y is a strong deformation retract of (X -Z). Proof. We have to define a continuous family (0,)o<,<i : (X -Z) ->■ (X -Z) of maps such that
(1) e0(x) = x, for all xe(X-Z), Proof. Choose a positive path / of f beginning at v0 and ending in v . Write / -P(f) ■ Let ax, ... , ar be all the arrows of Y (sé) such that / ends with a¡ (for i = 1, ... , r). Write A¡ = begin(a,) and 7f, the hyperplane of sé which separates A¡ and A ,fox i = 1, ... , r. Let us show that {Tfi, ... , 77r} is the required set of walls of A .
Let F be a facet of sé . Assume there exists an / g {1, ... , r) such that F Q (H¡) a-Since / ends with a¡, there exists a positive path « of Y (sé) such that / ~ ha¡■■. Let « be the lift of « into f beginning at v0. Write w¡ = end(«). Let us prove that w¡ £ V(Y)" and that cb(F, v) = cb (F, w¡) . This shows that cb (F ,v) 
